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Wigs & Hairpieces®
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Website: www.curlysues.com.au

Synthetic Fibre (Non Heat Defiant)
Wigs, Hair Pieces, Hair Extensions

Cleanse & Condition









Before washing your wig, hair piece or
extension, gently remove any tangles with
a paddle brush or wide tooth comb or afro
comb
Hold wig, hair piece or extension under
cool running water. Gently lather the hair
with a capful of shampoo (paraben and
sulfate free) while making sure that the
hair is travelling in the same direction. DO
NOT rub hair as this may cause tangling
Rinse thoroughly in cool water until the
water runs clear
For shorter styles:

Wrap wig, hair piece or
extension in a towel and gently
pat dry

Gently detangle hair using a
wide tooth comb or afro comb

Use a leave-In conditioning
spray (3-5 pumps) keeping
away from base of wig, hair
piece or extension
For longer styles:

Use a cream conditioner,
keeping away from base of wig,
hair piece or extension,
massage through ends and
rinse out

Gently detangle hair using a
wide tooth comb or afro comb

Dry & Style







Allow wig, hair piece or extension to air
dry naturally by placing on a wig stand.
DO NOT blow dry
Styling is very easy. We recommend
simply using your fingertips or wig
brush/comb for your desired style
If fullness is desired, gently backcomb
hair using your wig, hair piece or
extension brush/comb, then smooth the
surface hair over and apply holding spray
DO NOT use heat to style synthetic fibre
(curling irons, flat irons or blow dryers)

Tips




Be cautious when standing near a heat
source (i.e. open oven, heater, etc.)
Excessive heat can damage the fibre
We recommend using Jon Renau HD
Smooth Detangler with a wide tooth
comb or afro comb to detangle your wig,
hair piece or extension. This is especially
important with the mid-length to long
length wigs, hair pieces or extensions.

